Dog Paw Pendant Gold
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Anklet, Anklet Length 9" with 1.5" Extender, Please Select 14k Gold Plated Sterling Silver, or Solid 925 Sterling.

Diamond dog paw pendant designed in 14k white gold on 16'' light weight cable chain. If you have been searching for a whimsical piece of paw print jewelry, look no further. Our newest and cutest paw print pendant necklace is a perfect way to pay. Custom Reversible Dog Paw Earrings - Multiple Color Options. $ 15.00 Reversible Black and Yellow Manta Ray Pendant Necklace - Gold Plating only. ASPCA® Tender Voices™ Diamond-Accent Sitting Dog Pendant 1/2 CT. T.W. Diamond 10K Yellow Gold Openwork Heart Pendant T.W. Diamond Paw Print Pendant Necklace $249.98 original $149.98 sale 40% off. Out with the old and in with the new, and a brand new diamond paw charm and 10K gold necklace could be YOURS if you are selected as the Fidose of Reality. Elegant, summery necklace with a tiny paw print pendant, sweet jewelry for her! Sterling Silver Paw Charm Necklace - Pet Lovers Necklace - Minimalist Necklace - Dog Paw Pendant. ◅


Find the cheap Gold Dog Paw Pendant, Find the best Gold Dog Paw Pendant deals, Sourcing the right Gold Dog Paw Pendant supplier can be time-consuming.

Dog's Paw pendant, Crafted in stainless steel, 18" cable chain. More about this item. Two-Tone Memorial Cross 14kt Gold-Plated Locket Pendant, 20". $9.95.
We have lovingly named this design "Pawing at My Heart" because our pets give us unconditional love and are very special to us. A 14K white gold paw.

These beautiful pendants can be etched with your pet's actual paw print. All are available in either sterling silver (stamped 925) or 14k gold plate over sterling. This stunning dog paw pendant is accented by a dazzling white round-cut diamond in a bezel setting. The pendant is crafted of 14-karat white gold and comes.

Puppy Love Paw Pendant This pendant depicts a dog's paw. Approximately 0.23cttw of diamonds are encrusted in the white gold. The paw measures 13mm x.

A dog paw print or cat paw print and an initial of your choice on two dainty 14k gold filled disc pendants with Birth Month Charm of your choice. (See more. Dog Paw 14k Gold Charm. A paw print on one side, engrave Fido's name on the other! A great dog themed pendant for a dog lover. Dimensional, 3/4" h x 5/8" w. #116948 14K Rose Gold & Pink Amethyst Pendant with Diamonds $840.00. #114787 #119817 White Gold & Diamond Dog Paw Pendant In Store Only $0.00.
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